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Lune Féline radiates seduction and
temptation. Like a magnetic star, it captures
everyone’s attention. 

It is a symphony of dark and luxurious notes
inspired by the moon. The fragrance opens on
vibrant accords of warm spices melting with
intense and precious woods at its heart.

A dark and animalic scent based on vanilla
pods and sensual orchid, warmed with
balsamic notes and musky accords. These
notes convey a rich, gourmand trail.

ATELIER DES ORS

"Lune Féline is a sensual gem. Darker and more luxurious,
it features a Tahitian Vanilla, known as white vanilla. It is
rarer than the black Bourbon vanilla and has a specific

floral and creamy addiction."

THE PERFUMED NOTE OF MARIE SALAMAGNE 

LUNE FÉLINE
A luxurious and sensual vanilla fragrance. 

Top Notes: Cinnamon, Cardamon, Pink Pepper
Heart Notes: Cedarwood, Ambergris, Styrax
Base Notes: Tahitian Vanilla, Peru Balsam, Musk



Rouge Sarây references ancient trade routes
that spanned the arid deserts of the Arabian
Peninsula. Wide spaces of poetic dreaming
filled with romantic tales. Many french writers,
poets and adventurers journeyed to the far
reaches of the Middle East. Their intrepid
travels still inhabit and enchant our memory. 

Rouge (red) like the sand dunes of Wadi Rum
caress by the setting sun. Rouge to signify the
Temple of Petra's ochre colored rock. Rouge
to highlight the passion, hospitality and
warmth of the Middle East. Rouge like the
amber color of the date, the fruit of the sands,
and symbol of hospitality, wealth and
abundance. 

ATELIER DES ORS

"I wanted to create an opulent and evocative fragrance
that played on the sweet and sensual qualities of the date" 

THE PERFUMED NOTE OF MARIE SALAMAGNE 

ROUGE SARÂY
A sweet, addictive and intense fragrance

Top Notes: Jasmine Petals, Cinnamon, Plum 
Heart Notes: Heliotrope, Date Accord, Patchouli
Base Notes: Guaiac Wood, Sandalwood, Vanilla

Long considered a potent symbol of
abundance and hospitality, Rouge Sarây
sublimates the date and its fruity and fleshy
aromas. Intensity and conviviality are
enhanced with temptingly sweet vanilla and
heliotrope. A darkly romantic fragrance,
Rouge Sarây is enveloped by sensual
sandalwood. The smoky tonalities of guaiac
wood magnify an ambered temperament. 

Rouge Sarây captures the feeling of exquisite
indulgence and shared moment of hospitality
at the caravanserai, under sheltering desert
skies. 



An intense and bewitching velvety fragrance
inspired by the precious and captivating Damask
rose. 

Named after the Umayyad dynasty, Rose
Omeyyade tells of the grandeur of the lavishly
decorated Levant palaces. 

A resounding ode to sensuality and refinement
once captured in orientalist paintings. 

The woody and amber accords mark a unique
and elegant creation. 

ATELIER DES ORS

"Rose Omeyyade explores the captivating smell of Damask
Rose, infused with velvet Raspberry tones and intense
woods, such as the mystical Agar wood and Guaiac

Wood."

THE PERFUMED NOTE OF MARIE SALAMAGNE 

ROSE OMEYYADE
A velvety and delectable Rose & Oud fragrance

Top Notes: Jasmine Petals, Cinnamon, Plum 
Heart Notes: Heliotrope, Date Accord, Patchouli
Base Notes: Guaiac Wood, Sandalwood, Vanilla



Founder Jean-Philippe Clermont 's involvement
in the cigar world meant that one day a perfume
created around this theme would evolve. The
inspiration was clear from the outset: cigars,
cedar wood from cigar boxes, paired with Islay
whisky and woody notes from the oak barrel. 

Contemplate the addictive smell of cigars
permeating the air with gravitas and a dark, dry
aromas. 

Bois Sikar is a beguiling tobacco scent with
robust woody tonalities. The scent of cedar
wood and leaf emanates from the hand made
cigar box, as the woody tonalities play against
the heady vapors. 

Now layer the highly distinctive aroma of Islay
single malt whisky featuring a unique smoke,
peaty and robust character with wood from the
oak barrel. 

These intensely addictive facets create the
signature of Bois Sikar: a distinctive and
intensely intoxicating scent. 

ATELIER DES ORS

"Bois Sikar is about power, opulence and addiction. A
metaphor to the nobility of the gentleman's club, defined

by its distinct smoky notes."

THE PERFUMED NOTE OF MARIE SALAMAGNE 

BOIS SIKAR
An intensely sophisticated and smoky fragrance. 

Top Notes: Cinnamon, Cardamon, Pink Pepper
Heart Notes: Cedarwood, Ambergris, Styrax
Base Notes: Tahitian Vanilla, Peru Balsam, Musk



Cuir Sacré (Sacred Leather) was designed as
an Andalusian dream, while strolling the Old
Town of Cordoba. 

This Spanish city was once famous for its
"Cuir de Cordoue" also called Gold Leather, a
unique technique of gold embossed on leather
hangings used as tapestry. 

Cuir Sacré is a beautiful dry woods and
leather fragrance. The leathery wood notes
amplified with saffron and vetiver revive this
Cordoban leather heritage. The beautiful
ingredients bring a strong and elegant
character to Cuir Sacré. 

ATELIER DES ORS

"I used Saffron for its noble suede texture. Vetiver and
Cypriol for their woody dry and leathery facets. They are

really precious woods, as well as spiritual for me with
their intriguing smoky tonalities." 

THE PERFUMED NOTE OF MARIE SALAMAGNE 

CUIR SACRÉ
An elegant leather and dry wood fragrances. 

Top Notes: Juniper Berries, Cardamom, Cypress
Heart Notes: Incense, Saffron, Cedarwood Leaf
Base Notes: Cypriol, Vetiver, Leather



Larmes Du Désert reflects the tradition of
perfumes in the Middle East with the use of
amber and incense. 

An homage to the birthplace of perfumery. Gold
and incense confer a divine ascendance to this
beautifully crafted and resounding fragrance.

A spiritual captivating nectar blending the
sensuality of noble amber and precious woods
with the mysterious spiciness of incense.

ATELIER DES ORS

"Historically, resins like Myrrh and Incense were more
precious than gold. The fragrance is both vibrant and

warm, spicy and ambery, with citruses and woods
giving a vertical aspect from top to dry down."

THE PERFUMED NOTE OF MARIE SALAMAGNE 

LARMES DU DÉSERT
A mystical incense, amber and wood fragrance. 

Top Notes: Incense, Cypress, Guaiac Wood
Heart Notes: Patchouli, Cedar Wood, Benzoin
Base Notes: Cistus Labdanum, Precious Woods,
Amber



This creation borrows from mythology, where,
Iris, messenger of the gods, was pampered by
Hera (companion of Zeus) because she brought
only good news. She personifies the rainbow
otherwise called "Iris scarf" by the poets. 

Iris Fauve drapes the skin like a soft and
reassuring veil; a sensual, spicy, faceted
composition, sometimes suave and powdery,
sometimes more assertive, animalic. 

A fragrance at once refined, enticing, warm,
offering comfort, elegance and a highly sensual
experience.

ATELIER DES ORS

"Musk is so full of surprises with endless facets. In Iris
Fauve, I tried to express the duality between its softness

and its strength. With Myrrh and Cistus, Iris Fauve feels like
a precious fur: textured, elegant and very sensual, like the

musk you could touch."

THE PERFUMED NOTE OF MARIE SALAMAGNE 

IRIS FAUVE
An incomparable sensual and floral fragrance.

Top Notes: Bergamot, Cinnamon, Iris
Heart Notes: Patchouli, Haitian Vetiver, Cypriol
Base Notes: Myrrh, Cistus, Musk



The memory of a moment of pure happiness is
the inspiration for Musc Immortel. 

Memories of childhood vacations in the sand
dunes among the immortals. This sunny flower
brings back these reveries, filtered by the
imagination. Immortelle, the golden flower
renowned for its long-lasting properties imparts a
warm, caramelised and toasted aroma. 

Lingering on skin, it emits radiance and pure
pleasure. A passionate serenade of scent ensues
as sensuous musks and rich woods weave
together as one. A sumptuous glow emanates as
if warmed by firelight, evoking the beauty of
childhood memories.

ATELIER DES ORS

"In Musc Immortel, I enhanced the power of Musk with the
Immortelle Flower, full of light and almost liquorish. This
interpretation of Musk is timeless, as if time had stopped
so that we can fully enjoy this disturbingly pleasant state

of inebriation."

THE PERFUMED NOTE OF MARIE SALAMAGNE 

MUSC IMMORTEL
A captivating musk and rich wood fragrance. 

Top Notes: Grapefruit, Clary Sage Absolute, Iris
Heart Notes: Parchouli, Haitian Vetiver, Cypriol
Base Notes: Ambrette, Musk, Immortel



Inspired by dawn and the circle of life, Aube
Rubis celebrates light and life.

A sparkling prelude of grapefruit and blackcurrant
speaks of the early morning coolness, before it
radiates light and warmth when the sun stands
high in the sky. 

The fragrance closes on a rich and warm accord
with the sensual elegance of sage and earthy
patchouli. An attractive and addictive woody
fruity fragrance built around the multi faceted and
luxurious patchouli, dressed with sensual and
elegant vetiver.

ATELIER DES ORS

"For Aube Rubis, I played with light and shadow. The
sparkling radiance of Grapefruit and Blackcurrant

contrasts with the sensuality of woods, like Patchouli
Prisma and Haitian Vetiver.”

THE PERFUMED NOTE OF MARIE SALAMAGNE 

AUBE RUBIS
A sparkling and fruity fragrance.

Top Notes: Bergamot, Blackcurrant, Grapefruit
Heart Notes: Violet, Clary Sauge, Iris
Base Notes: Patchouli, Vetiver, Musk



100ml - 230€
www.atelierdesors.com
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